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The Gratitude Desire Creator  

By Rene Bastarache, CI 

 

This script uses gratitude with the Law of Attraction to create more of what you 

want in life.  It can be used for health, wealth, happiness or whatever you desire. 

 

Script Begins Here: 

 

The basic tenant of the Law of Attraction is that you always attract more of what 

you focus on… This is also a basic trait of the subconscious mind… 

 

You’ll now begin to attract what you want in your life by being grateful for it… 

Even if it’s something you don’ have already… Since the subconscious mind sees 

reality and imagination as the same… you can be grateful for what you have or be 

grateful for what you’d like to have as if you already have it.  

 

The key is to use your imagination and believe that you do have it… Then let the 

universe do the rest for you… 

 

Now think about what you’d really like to have or attract… Take a moment and 

really think about it and imagine all the details as if you already have done it… 

Think of it as a child’s imaginary play-game… Like when they have a tea party with 

their imaginary friends… 

 

Imagine your goal with as much detail as you can… Imagine the colors, smells, 

sizes, weights, textures, sounds of whatever your desires may have…  

 

Now see yourself as if on a great stage in the situation that you’re imagining… 

 

Imagine yourself already having your goal… you’ve already accomplished it…  How 

would it feel to have it already… Describe your feelings… Do you feel happiness or 

excitement? … Do you feel a sense of satisfaction? … Think about your feelings 

and let those feelings grow and expand until they fill you up… 
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Isn’t it great to feel this way? … Allow yourself to feel grateful for your 

accomplishment…. and by being grateful you’re creating exactly what you’re 

imagining right now… 

 

You are successful… you are grateful… and you feel great… 

 


